Fact sheet:
Grappia was founded to offer businesses enterprise level consulting, primarily focused for mobile
devices on all platforms.
Based in London’s digital hub in the Clerkenwell area, Grappia offers technical support and advice in
all aspects of digital software development, including linking robust CMS solutions to mobile
strategies; putting the power of digital communications in customer’s hands.
Our “best of breed” partnership approach to software development ensures you benefit in the
following ways:










Scale. Our teams of developers, architects, designers and implementers can expand or
reduce in size depending on your needs, ensuring continuity and quality control.
Team focus. As our development happens in a near shore environment, we encounter
much less staff attrition and change, ensuring your build is completed by the same team
which is assigned to the project from start to finish.
Consultative. Grappia has researched the globe for culturally assimilated partners with
excellent engineering, design and implementation skills, who understand local values,
business practices and expectations. This also means you can expect the Grappia team to
make recommendations and suggest improvements to design, architecture and user
experience, adding value and relevance prior to testing.
Cost. As you’d expect, we aim to be competitive. But we realise that price alone is not your
key motivating factor when engaging with a consultant. We hope our deep experience
helping large businesses launch & implement CMS, enterprise level applications and
software solutions is pivotal to visionary strategists.
On time. We know the business demands a “fail fast” route to market, requiring timely
delivery to test and upgrade products with customer expectations.
Game changing. We aim to help your project, team and business achieve efficiencies and
improve the overall effectiveness of your business performance... this is our goal!
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